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Abstract
The associated probabilities of each microprocess occurring in flotation deinking are em-
ployed in the development of a kinetic or population balance-type model of the overall fiota-
tion process. The overall model contains two kinetic constants- The first, k_, governs the
overall probability of a free ink particle successfully being intercepted by and adhering to an
air bubble; the second, k2, is a measure of the probability that a particle/bubble aggregate
pair will become unstable and split to yield a "new" free ink particle.
The solution to the kinetic model is presented in terms of k_ and k2, which are them-
selves functions of system parameters such as bubble and particle physical properties (e.g.,
diameter, density), fluid properties (e.g., viscosity, surface tension), etc. From this solu-
tion, a definition of a theoretical flotation efficiency, as well as other system performance
parameters, are presented, and selected predictions are displayed.
Key Words: flotation deinking, kinetic model, probability of adhesion,
probability of detachment, sliding, three-phase contact,
disjoining film, critical film thickness, collision frequency,
turbulent energy density.
INTRODUCTION
Flotation deinking is a separation process in which swarms of small air bubbles rise
through agitated liquid tanks with suspended cellulose pulp and contaminant particles; the
bubbles preferentially attach to naturally or chemically hydrophobized contaminant and ink
particles, carrying them to a froth layer at the surface of the tank, where they are removed.
Although the flotation technique has been widely used in the mineral processing industry for
more than a century, during the past 30 to 50 years, it has been adapted for the separation
of ink particles, toner particles, and contaminants from cellulose fibers for the recycling of
wastepaper products.
Modern flotation cell designs vary with respect to their geometry, operating parameters,
and flow configurations. In Fig. I we depict the Black Clawson IHI/BC flotation cell,
a unit which injects gas via two turbines at the bottom of the cell, thus inducing very
effective mixing. A more detailed description of flotation deinking equipment, which contains
descriptions of other types of deinking cells, can be found in recent review articles (1),
(2). Despite the differences among various flotation deinking systems, they all operate on
similar principles and incorporate the three basic processes of aeration of the pulp, mixing to
maximize bubble-particle interaction, and separation of bubble-particle aggregates from the
bulk mixture. The survey paper (3) is a good source for early efforts at modelling flotation
processes in the mineral processing industry; more recent efforts are discussed only in the
monograph (4); what emerges from these (and similar) accounts in the literature is that
the overall flotation separation process has been treated as a multistage probability process,
which is tied to the view of the overall flotation process as being a sequence of microprocesses.
Initially, surfactants are added to the pulp mixture in a flotation cell so that the surfaces
of the particles become hydrophobic, thus facilitating attachment of those particles to the
air bubbles introduced into the cell by the aeration process. The sequenc e of microprocesses
referred to, above, include the approach of a particle to an air bubble, with the subsequent
interception of that particle by the bubble, the sliding of the particle along the surface of
the thin liquid film which separates the particle from the bubble, film rupture, with the
subsequent formation of a three-phase contact between the bubble, particle, and film, and
the stabilization of the particle/bubble aggregate and its subsequent transport to the froth
layer for removal. Many authors (e.g., (5)) have, even recently, noted the need for models to
combine the elementary microprocesses occurring in a flotation deinking cell into a coherent
mathematical model of the overall process.
The simple model, which we present in this paper, is more in line with the formulation
of logistic population growth models, as opposed to the simple exponential-type population
growth models, which may be found in many places in the literature (e.g., (3), (4), (6)).
Transport balance models, which involve not only time variations in Particle concentration
due to particle/bubble aggregate formation and destruction, but also account for convection
and diffusion processes in a unit volume of a flotation cell, thereby leading to partial differ-
ential equations instead of ordinary differential equations, have recently been discussed only
in general terms in (7).
In the overall flotation deinking process, the interception of a particle by a bubble can
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take place only if the trajectory of the particle is within a streaming tube of radius R_ (Fig.
2), the so-called capture radius; expressions for R_ vary according to whether one models
the flow around a particular bubble as Stokes flow, potential flow, or some flow intermediate
to these. During the sliding process, the disjoining film which separates a particle from a
bubble, may thin down to a critical thickness where rupture of the film occurs with the
subsequent development of the three-phase contact, which we have-already alluded to; in
this situation, a certain minimal time, the induction time _-i, is required in order for the
disjoining film to thin down to the point where rupture can occur. If _-s_ represents the
sliding time of the particle, then we must have _-sl__ _-iand, in addition, adhesion by sliding
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must occur for a touching angle (_T (see Fig. 2) in the range 0 < _T < _. Finally, once an
ink particle successfully adheres to a particle, the particle/bubble aggregate will experience
stresses during its elevation into the froth layer, which tend to destabilize that aggregate.
Critical to the stability or instability of a particle/bubble aggregate is the ratio of the adhesive
forces F_d between the particle and the bubble to the detachment forces Fd_t (which depend,
in a crucial manner, on how one models the acceleration generated in the turbulent flow
field in the cell). Among the other forces which act on an aggregate in the flotation cell
are the force of gravity, the Static buoyancy force of the immersed part of the bubble, the
hydrostatic pressure of the liquid above the contact area of the particle at the fluid interface
between the particle and bubble after formation of the three-phase contact, the capillary
force exerted on the three-phase contact, and the capillary pressure in the gas bubble which
acts on the contact area of an attached particle. The ratio of detachment forces Fdet to
attachment forces Fad, which characterizes the stability of the aggregate, turns out to be a
(dimensionless) similarity parameter, analogous to the so-called Bond number (8).
In the next section we offer a description of the probability distributions which can be
associated to the key microprocesses we have described above.
THEORY I: MICROPROCESS PROBABILITIES
We begin with the delineation of suitable expressions for Rc (Fig. 2), the radius of the
limiting streaming tube within which a particle must move in order to be intercepted by a
bubble and the associated interception probability Pc; henceforth, all particles and bubbles
in any given volume element of the flotation cell will be assumed to be perfectly spherical.
The type of expression one obtains for R_ depends critically on the basic assumptions made
about (i) the relative sizes /_ and RB of particles and bubbles, respectively, and (ii) the
nature of the flow field in which the particle moves. Inertial forces play little or no role for
particles removed by flotation deinking, which tend to follow, with little deviation, the fluid
streamlines in the flow field around a bubble; the interception probability for such particles
is, therefore, much lower than those of mineral-type size. A key quantity in discussing the
flow field in the neighborhood of a bubble is the bubble Reynolds number ReB -- VBdBpl/l_l,
where vB is the bubble rising velocity, dB -- 2RB the bubble diameter, p_ the liquid density
in the cell, and _u_the dynamic viscosity of that liquid. A constant CB is used by several
authors (e.g., (8), (9), (10)) to characterize the degree of bubble retardation, which results
from having the surface of a bubble covered by a surfactant, with CB -- I corresponding
to a completely retarded or rigid bubble. Another important quantity associated with the
determination of Pc is the Stokes number
St- ppdp2vB/9.d. 2 2-- ReBppdp/9ptd B [1]
which represents the ratio of the inertia force of a particle to the viscous drag force of the
bubble; in [1] dp - 2Rp while pp is the particle density. For typical (ink) particles, St _ _ 0.1,
and, as we have indicated above, inertia forces do not influence particle motion, thus ruling
out impact collisions between particles and bubbles.
If we define Pc to be the ratio of the number of particles with Rp ( RB, which encounter
a bubble per unit time, to the number of particles which approach a bubble in a stream tube
with cross-sectional area lrR_, then Pc - (R_/RB) 2 . At this stage of approach of a particle
to a bubble we consider only long-range hydrodynamic interactions as opposed to those
short-range interactions which must be taken into account in the sliding process (discussed
below). If one takes into account those forces which act on a particle as it approaches a
single bubble in the flotation cell, namely, the drag force, gravitational force, and buoyancy
force, lets v p (with components vpx and vpy) represent the particle velocity, (see Fig. 3) and
utilizes the inertial mass of the particle (i.e., the actual particle mass plus the mass of the
fluid accelerated with it), then the following system of equations is obtained (4)-
dvpx 4 7rRp347r__pppt?3 = -- Apg - 6_Tl_gPvp(vp_-- Ux) [2]3 dt 3
4 7rRp3ppdVpy§ dt = 6_'/_gRp(Uy- vpy) [3]
where u is the velocity field of the liquid in a neighborhood of the bubble. If we write [2]
and [3] in dimensionless form, then the key parameters that appear are the Stokes number
St, as given in [1], and the dimensionless particle settling velocity
G - 2Rp2(pp- pg)g/91zgvB [4]
An expression for Rc is now based on the solution of an initial value problem for the system
[2], [3] coupled with assumptions about the nature of the velocity field u, the magnitudes of
the key parameters, and information about the degree of retardation of the bubble surface
(because normal and tangential components of the fluid flow around the bubble surface
are dependent on the degree of bubble surface retardation). For actual flotation machines,
several authors have pointed out that bubble Reynolds numbers in the range 1 < Rea < 100
apply; in which case, following Yoon and Luttrell (11), we have the following expression for
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the radial and tangential components of the velocity field u. of the liquid
3Re_ ( RJ_ R_ R_ RB )
cos0 Is]
U,r -- Urs -- VB 2 T4 T 3 7'2 T
- q sin 4) [6]u,o UOs+ VB 4 r r 3 r 4
where
Re_s - Re_}72 /15/ [7]
and u_, u_ are the radial and tangential components of the velocity field for a Stokes flow
around the bubble, i.e., (12)
u_ VB(1 (2t_e+ 3r/) RB vRas )
- - - cos4' [8]
(/ + 77 r 2(/_ + r/)r3
u_ _ VB (i _ (2/_ + 3ri) RB _?R_ )sin;b [9]4(/_t + r/) r 4(/_ + r/)ra
with 77a coefficient depending on the mobility of the bubble surface.
From the system [2], [3] with associated initial conditions, and the expressions for the
fluid velocity field, estimates have been developed for R_; for the case in which St << 0.1,
Dukhin et al. (12), Derjaguin et al. (13), Ahmed and Jameson (14), and Yoon and Luttrell
(11) have derived, for rigid bubbles (CB -- 1), bubble sizes up to I mm, and intermediate
range Reynolds numbers, the expression
3 4Re_72) RP2 [10]Pc- _+ 15
which is thought to be valid for particle sizes up to 100/_m. However, one must be cognizant
of the fact that any expression, such as [10], for Pc, is dependent on the degree of bubble
retardation as well as other factors in the cell.
The next critical process in the overall flotation deinking scheme is the sliding of a particle
along the surface of the thin liquid film surrounding the bubble with a resultant weak surface
deformation; here, the contact time of the particle with the liquid film is critical as it must
be larger than .the drainage (or induction) time of the film up to the point of rupture. To
estimate the probability of adhesion by sliding, P_t, one must model the motion of a particle,
in th e flow field of the bubble, as it slides over the surface of the disjoining film, in order
to predict the film thickness h as a function of the positional angle _b. The probability
P_t depends strongly on the critical film thickness h_it, the assumptions one makes about
the flow field around the bubble, the degree of mobility of the bubble surface, the particle
and bubble sizes, and the bubble rising velocity. Among the common assumptions in the
literature are the following (8), (9)'
(i) the particles move in a quasistationary manner (i.e., inertial forces are negligible) on
an almost circular path across the bubble surface.
(ii) the sliding path L is much greater than the film thickness h, and moreover, it is assumed
that dL/dt > dh/dt.
(iii) in the domain 0 < _b < 7r/2, the influence of the flow boundary layer is negligible,
especially in the case of movable or unretarded bubbles.
(iv) the tangential component of the fluid flow can, as in the computation of Pc, be modeled
in the case of an unretarded bubble by potential flow and in the case of a completely
retarded bubble by the intermediate flow of Yoon and Luttrell (11).
The force balance governing the sliding motion of an ink particle may be obtained from Fig.
4; in particular, in polar coordinates, balance of forces in the radial and tangential directions
assume the forms
- Fgr - F_,,'+ FT + Fc+ FL -- O [11]
and
Fg_,- Fwd,- 0 [12]
where Fgr is the component of the (apparent) particle weight in the radial direction; FT is
the resistive force generated during the drainage of the liquid film surrounding the bubble
surface; F_ is the centrifugal force acting on the sliding particle which (by assumption)
moves on a circular path with radius r - RB + P_ + h (h the disjoining film thickness);
F_,. is the 'flow force' which acts on the sliding particle close to the bubble wall; FL is
the drainage (or lift) force acting on the particle; Fg_ is the component of the (apparent)
particle weight in the tangential direction; and F_ is the drag force acting on the particle.
The drag force is strongly dependent on both the nature of the flow field as well as the
degree of retardation of the bubble surface. Also, FT must be estimated by using the theory
of capillary hydrodynamics for thin films. Expressions for all of the forces delineated above
may be found in, e.g., (8), where it is assumed, in particular, that FT -- 67rl_eR_vp,./hCB;
such an expression, in turn, follows from taking the capillary pressure P, caused by the
deformation of the bubble surface to have the form
po=aO (Ohl)az X_x-x [13]
with hi (see Fig. 5) weakly time-dependent and er the surface tension. The function hi
measures the warping of the bubble surface at x, where x is the radial coordinate in a local
polar coordinate system within the dimple on the bubble surface (see the Appendix and Fig.
14a); it is assumed that Oh_/Ox << 1. For hi(x), Derjaguin et al. (15) obtain the equation
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OX 3 _ =-xOx Ox [14]
with
(f(x) - x hx(0)+ h + , [15]
the 'distance between the particle and the nondeformed bubble surface; one also has the
associated boundary data
Ohx (9hl
-- lim - 0 [16]Ox x-_ooOxx--0
From [14], [15], [16], one may generate an expression for hi(x) whose use in the integral
serves to generate the aforementioned result for FT when Cs - 4. The expression [13] for
P_ may be generalized to account specifically for the London-Van der Waals dispersion and
electrostatic interaction effects on surface tension (16), (17). Alternatively, for the overall
film thickness h(x, t), where x now represents the arc length along the bubble surface to a
fixed point on the bubble surface (see the Appendix and Fig. 14b), Williams and Davis (16)
obtain
Ot = 3_ Ox h3 Ox [18]
the particular nonlinear partial differential equation with results being dependent on the
expression adopted for P_. In the Appendix, we indicate how [14] and [18] are just different
local coordinate realizations of the same basic partial differential equation. When the surface
concentration of surfactant varies within the cell, one must, in fact, deal not only with a
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generalization of [18] to cover the case of a variable surface tension, i.e., _xx _ 0, but must
also couple to that extended equation a transport equation for the surface concentration of
surfactant F, where a - ct0+ MF and M - a'(F) may be assumed to be constant; details
related to such an extension may be found in Paulsen et al. (17).
From the balance of forces equations (11), (12), and expressions for the individual forces
which are depicted in Fig. 4, a system of the form
dq_ dh
d--t- F1(q_,h); d--_- F2(q_,h) [19]
with associated initial data
h(0)- no [20]
may be obtained for the pair (q_,h), where q_(t) gives the location along the bubble surface,
at time t, for the particle with touching angle _>:r - _(0), and h(t) is the height of the
disjoining film above that point on the bubble surface at the same time t. Eliminating the
time variable in [19], one obtains an equation of the form
dh
= F(q_,h), [21]
for the variation of the disjoining film thickness with the position angle, and the associated
initial condition that h- h(0) - ho, for _>- _(0) - _>:r,(see Fig. {5). The critical position
angle _,-_t is now defined to be the largest touching angle _r which can be used in the system
71'
[13], [14] so that h- t_crit will be reached at a position angle _>_-_tsuch that _>r< ¢_r_t< _;
the relationship that exists among ¢:r, hcrit, and _crit is depicted in Fig. 7, and the probability
of adhesion by sliding is now defined by (Schulze (8))
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Pasg-- sin2_*crit [22]
While the structure of the system [19], [20] is known to be such that only numerical
solutions are possible, it has been determined [10] that P_ (i) increases as RB increases,
(ii) increases as VB decreases, (iii) decreases as /_ increases, especially for small values of
/_, (iv) increases as CB increases, and (v) increases as h_it increases. Experimental results
correlating the degree of particle hydrophobicity with hc_itof the form
h_,.,,- 23.3 [ct(1- cos0A)]°'16, [23]
where 0A is the advancing contact angle, have been reported in the literature (10), but such
results are usually obtained for particular cases and cannot be used in general.
After the rupture of the thin liquid film which surrounds a bubble, a sufficiently large
three-phase contact (TPC) between the film, particle, and bubble (Fig. 8) must be formed
in a sufficiently short time v-tpc.
The importance of the time interval _-tp_is this: within the flotation cell, external stress
forces will exert themselves on particle/bubble aggregates as a consequence of the existence
of turbulent vortices; the formation of a sufficiently large TPC in a sufficiently short time
_'tpcis required so that a requisite strong force of attachment will exist to prevent dissolution
of the aggregate. As a consequence of these considerations, for stable attachment after film
rupture, we must have *'tp_< r_, where r_ is an average lifetime for turbulent vortices within
the flotation cell.
For the probability of extension of the three-phase contact, Schulze (8) uses an exponential
distribution of the (approximate) form
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PtPc_' 1 - exp ( -%)_-tpc [24]
In most of the elementary kinetic or population models that have been formulated prior to
this study, Ptpcdoes not enter into the product of individual probabilities that constitute the
relevant kinetic constants because Ptpc is, to within 1%, equal to one over a wide range of
particle sizes for particles with a smooth boundary (8); we will make that same assumption
in the model formulated in this paper.
In order for a particle/bubble aggregate to remain a stable entity on its journey to
the froth layer, the attachment which has formed between a particle and a bubble must be
stronger than the sum of all the external forces acting on the aggregate. It, therefore, becomes
necessary to consider the force balance that applies to the particles at the liquid/bubble
interface in order to compute P_t_b, the probability of particle/bubble aggregate stability;
the force balance (see Fig. 9) includes
4 3
F9 - _'Rpppg, [25]
the gravitational force which acts on an ink particle,
7rRpSptg[(1 - cosw)2(2 + cosw)] , [26]Fb-§
the static buoyancy force acting on the immersed portion of a particle (w being the angle
indicated in Fig. 8 - so that w -_r for a completely immersed particle),
Fhyd -- _rRp2(sin2w) ptgzo, [27]
the hydrostatic pressure of the liquid of height z0 above the contact area of radius rp -
Rp sin %b-- Rpsin co,
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Fc_ = -27rRpcr sin cosin(w + O) [28]
the capillary force exerted on the three-phase contact in the z-direction, 9 being the contact
angle,
(2a )F.. -7rrp2P.. _ wRp2sin2w _ - 2RBptg [29]
the force generated by the capillary pressure in the gas bubble which acts on the contact
area of the attached (spherical) particle, and
4 3
[30]
the additional detaching force which is due to the acceleration experienced in the turbulent
external flow field in the flotation cell. Expressions for ac in [30] depend on the structure and
intensity of the flow field; for aggregates in which particle size is much smaller than bubble
size, it has been shown (8) that
ac _, 1.9e2/a/(RB +/_)_/a [31]
where e is the turbulent energy dissipation in a given volume element of the flotation cell.
With Faa - F_ + Fhyd denoting the sum of the attachment forces, and Fd_t -- Fg - Fb +
Fd + F. denoting the sum of all those forces that can lead to detachment of a particle from
a bubble, we now characterize the stability of a particle/bubble aggregate by the ratio
Fd_t _ Fg- h + Fd + F.. [32]
Bo'= F.d -- F_a -']- Fhyd '
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a dimensionless similarity parameter analogous to the Bond number; employing [25]-[32] it
is easy to see that Bo' depends on RB, Rp, pp,e, g, a, oJ. and 0, and approximate expressions
may be found, e.g., in (8). If one now takes into account the recent experiments of Plate
(18), then a reasonable form for P,t_b is given by
(l)P,t_b -- I - exp I Bo_ [33]
where Bo_ is given by [32], with Fhudm 0, and F_ can be replaced by the maximal capillary
force exerted on the three-phase contact, i.e., by
0 (_+_) [34]Fc_ - 27r_Rp sin (Tr - _) sin 0
THEORY II- THE KINETIC MODEL
We denote by np(t) the total number of both free and attached ink particles in a volume
element Fi, of the flotation cell, at time t, by nB(t) the total number of bubbles in _f at
time t, by npf(t) the number of free ink particles in FI at time t, by n_(t) the number of ink
particles in VI at time t which are attached to bubbles, by n_(t) the number of bubbles in Ff
at time t which have no ink particles attached to them, and by n_(t) the number of bubbles
in ¥1 at time t which have one or more ink particles attached to them. If A(t) denotes the
average number of ink particles at time t in l_f that are attached to bubbles in l_I, then
n;(t) - _(t)n_(t) [35]
with _(t) _>1, for all t >_0. Although bubbles which have particles attached to them in lyf
will, in general, have more than just one particle attached as they move toward the froth
layer, and although it may be anticipated that both /_B(t) _ 0 and bp(t) :_ 0, because of
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convection and diffusion of ink particles and bubbles into and out of lyf, in this first effort
we will assume that both np(t) -np (const.) and nB(t) - nB (const.), that _(t) - I for t _>
0, and that nB _> np; many of these restrictions will be relaxed in future work. Setting
'y(t) - npi(t)/np yields n;(t) - (1 - -/(t))np and, in a similar fashion, if ?(t) - nis(t)/nB,
then n_(t) - (1 -7(t))nB, for all t _>0. Clearly, the ideal situation in a flotation deinking
cell would be to have, in each volume element lyf, 7(t) -+ 0, as t -+ oo, i.e., to have all the
particles be attached to bubbles as t -+ oo.
Kinetic (or population growth) type models for the evolution of the number of particles
in a volume element of a flotation cell go back (at least) to the work of Woodburn (3)
and Sutherland (19), and the text (4) contains many references to work on elementary
mathematical models of the flotation process. However, as Schulze has pointed out (4) "the
generalized transport balance equation for flotation is still unsolved since it contains terms
which cannot be expressed explicitly yet"; he presents as the generalized transport balance
equation for flotation equations of the form
0
- - gr d - Ia6]Ot
0
where _(m_l_i) is the change with time of the mass of the/-th particle class in the volume
element under consideration; m_ is the total particle mass in the volume elements; /z_ is
the mass fraction of the/-th class in the volume elements; m_lui v_.is the convective flow of
mass of the/-th class in the volume elements; vi is the transport velocity of the/-th class in
the volume element; D_ is the diffusion coefficient of the/-th class in the volume element;
Di grad (m_l_i) is the diffuse mass flow of the/-th class in the volume element; and Gi is the
change of mass due to aggregate formation or destruction. In flotation deinking, we have
i - 1,2 with i - I referring to free (ink) particles and i - 2 referring to (ink) particles which
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adhere to bubbles; none of the models which have appeared, thus far, take into account,
explicitly, the change in the number of free ink particles in Ff due to aggregate destruction,
an issue that is dealt with in the model we now describe.
The kinetic equation in ¥f has the form
dnpl_
- --klnpln_+ k=n_ [37]dt
with
k_- zPcP_tPtp_P_,_b,k2- 1- P_ab [38]
In [37] the presence of n_ reflects the assumption that only a bubble with no attached particle
is available to capture a particle; in [38] various expressions may be adopted for the collision
frequency z some of which have the form
Z -- r z (Ptp -+- _B) A _IZTtpl'lB [39a]
for some positive constants F_, A, and ,u, e.g., from the work of Saffman and Turner (20) it
follows that A - 3, /_- 1/2, I'_ - (87r/15v_) 1/2, while from that of Camp and Stein (21) we
4_-}
have A- 3,/_- 1/2, and I'_ - _,_ (_- I_/p_). However, Liepe and M6ckel (22) address
the possibility that collisions may occur between members of different species, which is a
more realistic condition when considering flotation separation; the work presented in (22)
leads to a collision frequency that has the form
e54/9Z- 27/9TI, pTI,B 1/32/3 (Ptp -]- _B) 2 V/_B/9(,__pB)4/3 -}--_14/9(Z_pp)4/3 [39b]vt _t
where ApB -- Ps -- Pt and App -- pp - Pt.
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Using n_ - nB - n_ and n_ -np in [37], we obtain
dT/,pf _
-- -klnsnp f + n;(kln_ + k2) [40]dt
However, for all t > 0, np- np- npI, so [40] yields
dt -- -kl (Ttpf)2 -]- [kl (Tip- nB)- k2]TLpf -]- k2TLp [41]
or, in view of the definition of ?(t)
_/(t) -- --(klT/p)'¥2(t)-]-[kl(np - ns)- k2]?(t)+ k2 [42]
Setting o_-np- ns < 0, A- klnp > 0, B - akl - k2 < 0, and C- k2 > 0 and replacing
,(t) by r(t)--,(t), weobtain
B )2F(t)-A[(F(t)+_-_ -_u 2] [43]
B 2 C
where/fi- + and the associated initial condition is4A2
F(0) - -npI(O)/np [44]
If, finally, we set y(t) - F(t) + B/2A, we are led to the initial-value problem in 12f.
y(t) - A [y2(t)-/z2], t > 0
np/(0) I B [45]y(0)-
np 2A
In view of the definitions, above, of A, B, and C, it is easy to check that
y(t) -- T/pr(t) -+- [(T/p- TI,B)k 1 -- k2] [46]
np 2npkl
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(_p- _)kx - a _p_(O)
y(O) -- YO-- 2npkl np
[47]
and
__ [ [(np- _B)kl- k2] 2 k 2
2 2 + [48]
4npkl npkl
and as kl, k2 > 0, and np< nB, we have that Y0 < 0. From [38] and our discussion
of the microprocess probabilities, it follows that kx and k2 may be determined in terms
of all the measurable or computable basic parameters of the flotation process, namely,
Rp, RB, O,e, (7,Pt, Pp,1_£,hcrit, etc.
An integration of [45] yields, for t > 0,
In _-/_ ] ¢=y(t)
= 21zAt [49]
+/_ ¢ yo
We now make the (tentative) assumption that y2(t) >/_2, for t _>0, set/3o - (Yo-/_) / (Yo+/_)
and solve [49] for y(t) so as to obtain
1 q-/_0¢2t_At
y(t)- _l - _o_A_'t _ o [50]
As yo < 0, and/_ > 0, clearly yo -/_ < 0. Also, because A > 0 and B < 0
IRI
Yo+ U -- --,(0) + '_-_ + U [51]
But
B 2 C ____.u- _-_+X >
[52]
/_ 4A 2 +_ < +
2O
SO
-7(0) <yo+. < -7(0)+ [53]
If _/_ < 7(0), i.e., if
_k2npf(0) > [54]
then by virtue of [53], yo+p < 0. But yo-/_ < 0 so if [54] holds then rio - (Yo--:p)/(yo+p) > O.
In fact, as Yo < 0, rio - (lYo]+ _)/(lyol- _) sothat ]yol> _, in which case rio > 1. Adding
[54] to our list of basic assumptions, we have shown that if y2(t) > p2, for t _>0, then y(t)
is given by [50] with _o > 0. From [50], we compute that
_)(t) - 4p&e2"At/(1 -- _oe2"At)2 [55]
But, by virtue of [54], rio > 1 so 1 -floe 2_'At_ O, for t > 0. Using [50] and [55], it is a
straightforward exercise to verify that y(t) satisfies [44], and thus, for y(t) as given by [50]
y2(t ) _ _2 _ y(t) > 0, for alit > 0 [56]- A
By the local uniqueness of solutions to the initial-value problem [45], it now follows that the
validity of the solution given by [50] is, in fact, independent of our original assumption that
y2 > p2 for t > 0.
As y(t), given by [50] satisfies y2 > p2, for t __0, we have, by the definitions of y(t) and
p, that
L np A > _11 ' t > 0 [57]
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Using the definitions of A,B, and c_ and the fact that npf(t) - c_ + n_(t), it follows from
[57] that
(.;(t)) t>o [58]
i.e., the ratio, at time t, of the number of free particles in 12/ to the number of attached
particles in 12/is greater than k2/k_ times the inverse of the number of free bubbles in 12/at




which, because np> npf (t), at any t _> 0 in ]2/, implies that
a (k2)rip(t) < _11 rtp r_B , t __ 0 [59]
In terms of fi(t), the solution [50] assumes the form
1 +/_o_e -2_'At] [B I [60]?(t) -- lyf I -- /_01¢ - 1_ t 2A
From [60], and the definitions of A, B,/_, and 7(t), it follows that
lira 'npf(t) - I ([np - nB] kl -- k2)2 k2 (k2 -Jr-[nB -- 7%p] kl)t-_ np -- . 4np2kl2 _ npkl 2npkl
[61]
k2
However, for CIA - small, which is the expected situation, the mean-value theorem
klnp
yields






Using [62] in [61], it follows that
lira -_ [63]
t_c_ np k2 -[- (nB -- np)kl'
so that the asymptotic limit of the number of free particles in ]2f is independent of the initial
number of free particles in If. From [60] and the fact that both/3o and A are positive, we
have
al(t) - --41u2A_oe2UA'/(_oe2uAt-- 1)2 < 0 [64]
while
:_(t) -- 81uaA2floe2UAt[ t_°e2uAt+ l ](/_oe2unt_ 1)3 > 0 [65]
as /3o> 0. Thus, the graph of 7(t) -np f (t)/np is convex and monotonically strictly decreas-
ing, for t > 0, with initial slope
_(0)- -4/_2A&/(_0- 1)2 < 0 [66]
Using our earlier results, it is not difficult to obtain, e.g., an algebraic expression for the
initial rate of decrease of the number of free ink particles in lyf in terms of the basic physical
and geometrical parameters that are associated with the flotation cell.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Using the information given by [50] and [64]-[66], the graph of 7(t) that is depicted in
Fig. 10 is easily obtained. On the graph, %0- npl,oo/np where np/,o¢- lim npf(t) ¢(t)is the
graph of the tangent line to 7(t) at t - 0, i.e.,
4,u2Afio ny(O)
_(t) - -(rio 1)2 t -F _ [67]- n.
t is the time at which the graph of _(t) intersects the asymptote 7 - %¢, i.e.,
]np / -- %0
4iz2Afi° (rio- 1)2, [68]
t* represents the time required for the ratio of the number of fee ink particles to the total
number of ink particles in 12f to fall to a specified level 7,,%0 < 7. < npf(0)_, i.e.,
np
t*= 1 In 1 _ 7.+ +1
%+ -1
and 9 is the level to which the ratio n_/np falls in a given time t.
Referring to the graph of 7(t), we note various quantities that can be used to characterize
the effectiveness of the flotation deinking process as it applies to the removal of (ink) particles
in the volume element Wf. Because the greatest slope on the graph of 7(t) occurs at t - 0,
we could characterize the effectiveness of the process by looking at
[70]
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and seeking to determine which set of conditions in the cell can be manipulated so as to
maximize the initial (relative) rate of decrease of the number of free ink particles in lyf.
Using [66] and the definitions of A,/_, and _0, it can be shown that with x -np f (0)
.T_(x) -- kix + [(n. - np)kl + k2]- k2n----Y-P, [71]
x
so that '_e' (x) -- k 1 + k2np/x 2 > O; thus, the relative initial ratio I_1/_(0) is strictly increasing
as the number of initially free ink particles in ¥f increases (for fixed values of Up, nB, kl, and
k2). A more interesting exercise would consist of fixing Up, nB, and npf(0) and studying
how the expression for -_e varies as one perturbs one or more of the basic physical and/or
geometrical parameters which enter into the structure of the kinetic constants kl, k2, e.g.,
one could fix, in the individual probabilities which govern the microprocesses, all parameters
such as Pip, Rb, vB, ct, etc., and vary only the measure e of the turbulent flow field in the
flotation cell so as to obtain _ee - _e(e) ·
One measure of the efficiency of the deinking process that is naturally suggested by the
graph of ?(t) is
nPf'C____1-( np) k2 [72]._'y -- 1 pf(O) npf(O) k2 'Jr" (nB -- Tlp)k1
From (72) and the fact that npf,_ < npf(0), irrespective of the value of npY(0), we have
0 < f_ < 1, with ._'_ -4 I as k2 _ O. Clearly, ._'_ may be expressed in terms of the basic
geometrical and physical parameters of the flotation deinking cell such as Rp, RB, ct, vB,
etc., and it will be of interest, in future work, to carefully study the dependence of f_ on
variations in these parameters.
Two other measures of the effectiveness of the flotation deinking model are connected
with the definitions of the points (t*, %) and (t, _) on the graph of 7(t). Recall that t*, as
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given by [69], represents the time required for the ratio of the number of free ink particles
in ])y to the total number of particles in lyf to fall to a specified level '/,,7c_ < 7, < n_(0____)).
np
1 npY(O)then [69] yields
If, for example, one were to specify that fi, - _-_p,
2--21Y0 )2
[73]
By substituting for rio,/_, and 12_ in [73], in terms of np, nB, k_, k2, and then for the rate
constants k_ and k2 in terms of the basic physical and geometrical parameters in the flotation
cell, one could study how ti/2 depends on Rp, RB, vB, etc., and seek to minimize ti/2 as a
function of one or more of these controllable parameters. Finally, we may avail ourselves of
the interpretation of the point (t, _) on the graph of 7(t) in Fig. 10, i.e., for a given t, _ is
the level to which 7(t) falls in time t. This leads, of course, to the result
1 + fiole -2uA_] ]B I [74]- u - 2A
and the right-hand side of [74] can also be expressed in terms of all the basic geometrical
and physical parameters associated with the cell. Since, for a given fixed time t > 0, it
is desirable to have the ratio _ - np/(t)/np as low as possible, it would be an important
exercise to study the variation of _, for fixed t, np, ns, and %/(0), as a function of one or
more of the basic physical and/or geometrical parameters, with the goal of minimizing _;
such considerations are now the subject matter of ongoing research efforts.
Predictions of flotation performance can be obtained by employing [67] and selecting
appropriate physical parameters (i.e., RB,/_, vB, pp,Pt, e, o, etc.). Following Schulze (23),
we utilize ds - (a/p_)°'6/e°'4 to eliminate surface tension (o) from the required physical
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parameters. We also assume VB -- constant -- 10 cm/s for these calculations as an initial
approximation and that the liquid properties correspond to those of water. The remaining
system parameters (RB, Rp, pp, e,/_, _*c_it, nB, up) are chosen based on experimental and the-
oretical parametric ranges utilized by other investigators for flotation studies with standard
conditions referring to fixed values. Finally, we employ the Liepe-MSckel correlation for the
collision frequency (22), and assume that, at time t - 0, all particles are free and unattached
to bubbles in the unit volume (i.e., np/(0)- Up).
Figure 11 reveals the predicted flotation efficiency as a function of flotation time for
five selected particle radii, while all other parameters are held constant at their standard
conditions (i.e., RB - 0.5 mm, pp -- 1.3 g/cm 3, e - 10 W/kg, 0 - 60 °, _b*c_it-_ 60°,
nB -- 1000, and np- 100). For Rp _< 50 /_m, the flotation efficiency asymptotes to 1.0.
However, in actual flotation deinking operations, small particles of Rip _< 10 /_m are not
effectively removed because, as shown in Fig. 11, these particles require a long time period
to reach an efficiency of 1.0. For example, for R.p - I /_m, a flotation time of more than
I hour in a unit volume is required to effectively remove these particles, whereas flotation
time (stock residency time) in a typical flotation cell is approximately 10 to 15 minutes and
the residence time in a typical unit volume is on the order of 1-2 seconds. Increasing the
particle radius results in a reduction in time required to reach a constant flotation efficiency.
For particles with Rp - 100/_m and Rp - 200/_m, the efficiency asymptotes to constant
values ._ __ 0.99 and _ __ 0.97, respectively. Calculations for larger particle radii, at the
given fixed conditions, result in predictions where P_tab < 0, indicating these aggregates are
unstable for the given conditions, and are not shown in the figure. The interaction between
bubble radius, RB, and particle radius, Rp, and their effect on flotation efiqciency can be
identified by utilizing [72] and focusing on flotation efficiency predictions for an infinite
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time period. However, one must be cognizant of the fact that an infinite time period for
Rp - I /_m is on the order of hours, while for Rp - 100 t_m, it is on the order of tenths
of seconds. Figure 12 displays this relationship over the entire range of particle radii for
selected bubble radii and fixed values of pp - 1.3 g/cm a, e - 10 W/kg, 0 - 60°, _;_t - 60°,
nB - 1000, and % - 100. As highlighted in Fig. 11 and'displayed in Fig. 12, particles with
small radii (Rp < 10 t_m) will asymptote to a flotation efficiency of 1.0 for all bubble radii
considered, but this time may well surpass typical residence times in a unit volume. For
RB -- 0.1 mm, the efficiency drops rapidly when Rp > 10/_m. Similar patterns are observed
at larger bubble radii, but the rapid decline in efficiency occurs at larger particle radii as
the bubble radius increases; this is the expected result because particles of a given size can
only be removed if bubbles are large enough to overcome all destabilizing forces on the
particle/bubble aggregate. Finally, for the given fixed parameters, specific particle-bubble
radii combinations result in unrealistic predictions due to model limitations, and these data
are omitted from the figure.
Figure 13 displays the effect particle radius has on flotation efficiency at infinite flotation
time for selected turbulent energy densities, while the remaining parameters are held constant
at RB -- 0.5 mm, pp -- 1.3 g/crrt 3, _) -- 60°, _b_it - 60°,nB - 1000, and rip -- 100.
All particles less than /_ - 60 /_m are predicted to be removed given enough time in
a unit volume. Efficiency begins to rapidly decline when Rp > 60 /_m, occurring first
when e - I W/kg; as the particle radius increases, this trend is eventually observed when
e -- 400 W/kg. It appears that for the given fixed conditions, the turbulent energy density
is more important in bringing particles in contact with bubbles (the collision frequency)
than in destabilizing the particle/bubble aggregate because the larger e is, the higher the
collision frequency [39] and detaching force [30], which increases and decreases flotation
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efficiency, respectively. However, eventually the destabilizing forces ar e more significant
and the flotation efficiency at infinite time drops significantly. For the given conditions, no
particles with Rp _ 250 /_m will be removed because all predicted efficiencies drastically
decline at this particle radius. It is reasonable to assume that similar families of curves can
be generated using these selected values of e over the entire range of particle radii, but at
other fixed bubble radii (i.e., RB -- 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 mm, etc.), the maximum particle radius
removed would be more sensitive to bubble radius (Fig. 12) than turbulent energy density
(Fig. 13).
Additional predictions, based on other flotation performance parameters, are currently
under study and will be the subject of a future report.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A kinetic- or population balance-type model has been developed, utilizing the various
microprocesses associated with flotation, to model the overall flotation deinking process. The
overall model contains two kinetic constants' the first, kl, governs the overall probability that
a free particle will successfully intercept and adhere to an air bubble; the second, k2, describes
the probability that a particle/bubble aggregate will become unstable and separate to yield
a "new" free particle in the system. These kinetic constants were presented in terms of the
individual microprocess probabilities, which are themselves functions of system parameters.
The solution to the kinet'ic equation has been presented in terms of the kinetic constants
from which a theoretical flotation efficiency has been defined. Additional system perfor-
manCe parameters have also been presented in terms of the kinetic constants, which provide
supplemental measures of flotation system performance.
Various assumptions were incorporated into the model to yield a solution to the governing
equation. Relaxation of these assumptions is the goal of future research.
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Appendix- The Thin-Film Equations
In this paper, two forms of the equation that governs the thickness of the thin film
separating a particle from a bubble have been introduced, i.e., [14], [15], which is taken from
the work of Derjaguin et al. (15), as reported in Schulze (4), and [18], which is taken from the
work of Williams and Davis (16). In this Appendix we will indicate how [14], [15], and [18]
may be viewed as different coordinate realizations of the same coordinate invariant equation
ah
= v-ChOyOt 3pt
when one uses the capillary pressure
P_ - a v 2h [A2]
employs the appropriate interpretation of h, and uses mathematical assumptions which cor-
rectly reflect the particular nature of the physical problem at hand.
Consider, first of all, [18]; we claim that this equation is identical with [Al]; when the
disjoining pressure is just given by the capillary pressure [A2], we employ the polar coordinate
system (r, 0) on the bubble surface $B, which is indicated in Fig. 14a, and we take x - RsO.
If h is the distance from the particle surface to the bubble surface (as measured along the
radial line joining the centers of the particle and the bubble), then
1 O2h
V2h -- r2002 IA3]
as h- h(O). However, with x- RsO,
ohI oho_ oh
0-0Is. = OxO0- .RsOx
02h O ( Oh) Ox 02h
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so that




P. ls. - a Ox2 [A5]
\
Also,
o 1 a o,_o-;'o0 [A6]
so that
vP. Is_- 0, _xP_ - 0,ah-_a/ [A7]
SB
Finally,
( oh)v . (h_v P_I_.) - v . o,oh_bT_x_




as aox-W = oxP,, , by virtue of [A6] and [A7]. From [A9], it follows directly that [18] is
Ss
equivalent to [Al], [A2], in the chosen coordinate system on $B, with x -- RBO. For the
derivation of [14], [15] from [Al], we use the local cylindrical coordinate system shown in Fig.
14b; in this case, it is assumed that the spherical particle is approaching the bubble surface
normal to that surface. The coordinate x in [14], [15] will coincide with the local radial
coordinate in Fig. 14b. The total distance between the particle surface and the deformed
bubble surface is given by
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X 2
h(x, t) - h(r, t) - hx(x, t)+ h(t) + 2--_ (Al0]
where hi is the distance between the deformed bubble surface and the (originally) undeformed
bubble surface at (x, t); h(t) is the distance, at time t, between the particle surface and the
undeformed bubble surface at x - 0; and x2/2/_ is the distance, at radial coordinate value
x, between the particle surface and the tangent line to the particle surface through the point
on that surface which corresponds to x- 0. We have
0t = Vp [All]
where vp is the velocity of approach of the particle to the bubble surface as measured along
the radial line joining the centers of the particle and the bubble. On the left-hand side of
[Al], therefore,
Oh Ohl
--- + Wp _ 7Jp [Al2]0t 0t
Oh_
as it is assumed in [15] that Ot - O. Next, in the coordinate system shown in Fig. 14b,
with x the local radial coordinate,
v2h = I O (Oh)
IA13]
Oh
as 00 - 0. Thus, by comparing [Al3] with [13] we see, indeed, that IA2] holds provided
1 0hi 02hi
Rp 1 is small in comparison with
x -_x and Oxx2;indeed, under those circumstances, by
IA10]
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Ox2 Ox2 t RP Ox2 [Al4]I Oh I Oh1 I 10h_
-- _ _
x Ox =x O:r -_ Rp x Ox
Thus, to the degree of approximation associated with [Al4], IA13] becomes
v2A_ V2hl - 1 0 (0hi)x Ox X-_x [A15]
Continuing, we have
(av_ _° _ )- _xx hi,- V hix0-0 [A16]
(03hi 102hl 1 Obi )= Oxa -4 x Ox2 x 2 Ox 0
and
v-[h _v (v=h)]-_v-[h _v (v'h_)]
1 0 [ (Oah_ 102h_ 1 0hx)] [Al7]= x Ox xha 4Oxa x Ox2 x2 Ox
By virtue of [A17] and [A12], therefore, [Al] assumes the form
1 0 [ (Oshl 102hl lOh_)] (3_t)O:r xha -_ ' - -- Vp [Al8]Oxa x Ox2 x 2 Ox
an integration of which yields
( Oah_ lOeh_ l Ohl)(31_tVp)x2+C [Al9]xh a Oxa 4 x Ox2 x2 Ox 2a
Setting x - 0 in [A19], we see that the constant of integration C - 0 so that
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03h_ lO2h_ lOh_ ;3mVp_X
0X3 } '-- _, ) [A20]x Ox2 x2 Ox 2a
which, by virtue of [Al0],is the sameas [iai, [15]if, in the expression IA10]forh(x,t), we
follow Derjaguin et al. (15) and replace hi (x, t) --- h_(x) by h_ (x, t) '-_h_(0).
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Figure 1- Schematic of the Black Clawson IHI/BC flotation cell. (Reprinted with permission
from M.A. McCool, Secondary Fiber Recycling, R.J. Spangenberg (ed), p. 150. Copyright
©1993, TAPPI Press.)
Figure 2. A particle intercepting an air bubble at angle Ct.
Figure 3- Forces acting on a particle as it approaches a bubble.
0
Figure 4' Forces acting on a particle as it slides around a bubble.
Figure 15-Schematic of the thin film formed between the bubble and particle.
Figure 6- Relationship between the touching angle, _br, and the critical position angle, _b_it.
Figure 7' The relationship of _b_it with respect to CT and hcrit.
Figure 8- Three-phase contact between the bubble, particle, and fluid regions.
Figure 9- Forces acting on a bubble/particle aggregate.
Figure 10- Performance parameters identified with the flotation model.
Figure 11- Flotation efficiency as a function of flotation time for selected particle radii,
/_. All other parameters are at standard conditions: RB -- 0.5 mm, pp -- 1.3 g/cra 3,
t5 -- 10 W/kg, 0 -- 60 °, _*crit -- 60°, nB -- 1000, and np- 100.
Figure 12: Flotation efficiency at infinite time as a function of particle radius, Rp, for
selected bubble radii, RB. All other parameters are at standard conditions: pp - 1.3 g/cra 3,
e - 10 W/kg, 0 - t50°, c)*_it - 60°, nB - 1000, and np- 100.
Figure 13- Flotation efficiency at infinite time as a function of particle radius, Rip, for
selected turbulent energy densities, e. All other parameters are at standard conditions-
RB -- 0 5 mm, pp -- 1.3 g/cra 3 0 - 60° _b* - 60° nB - 1000, and np- 100' _ _ crit _ ·
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